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Arabic Grammar and Vocabulary Posts – 1 
 

Arabic related posts gathered from various sites and shared for backup, 

reference and ease of use purposes 

 

Taken from:  

http://seekersguidance.org/ans-blog/2009/11/04/what-is-the-difference-between-

the-heart-qalb-kindling-heart-fuaad-and-the-pure-intellect-lubb/ 

 

What is the Difference Between the “Heart” (Qalb), “Kindling Heart” (fuaad), 

and the “Pure Intellect” (lubb)? 

 

 
 

Answered by Sidi Abdullah Anik Misra 

 

Question: What are the differences between the words “Qalb”, “Fu’aad” and “Lubb” as 

used in the Qur’an?  

 

Answer: As salaamu alaikum wa rahmatullahi wa barakatuh, 

 

The Qur’an expresses the word “heart” using different Arabic words at different times; 

these can mostly be summed up as the Arabic words qalb, fuaad and lubb. Since in 

the Arabic language, there is no such thing as an exact synonym, there are subtle 

differences in the root meanings and indications given by the different words that 

must be understood if one wants to understand the nuances of the Qur’anic message. 

When does Allah Most High say Qalb? Why is it different than fuaad?  Let’s look at 

their underlying meanings first, then move on to how the meanings are used to 

express highly nuanced messages. 

 

al-Qalb 

 

Imam al-Raghib in his Mufradaat says that qalb literally means to turn something 

around on its face, or to flip something over, such as the turning over of a cloth, or 

the turning of a person when they turn away from the direction they were going in to 

another direction. Hence, its derivatives all express some form of this flipping or 

turning over, so inqilaab as a verb can be used in the Qur’an for “turning on their 

heels”, or changing your direction to retreat and flee from battle, or as a noun to 

mean the act of overthrowing someone, where a sense of a flip in power or revolution 
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(literally) is expressed. It is also used in its passive sense to express being turned, 

rather re-turned, to Allah, Most High, after death. 

 

Then, al-Raghib says that this term is applied to the human heart (physically as well), 

it is said, because of its frequent turning over, or going through what we call “changes 

of heart” where emotions, decisions and opinions flip and switch often. He says the 

term “heart” itself goes to encompass the soul, knowledge, bravery and more. 

 

He points out however that the heart is not the same as the intellect, but that the 

heart is often generalized as the intellect the same way that a river doesn’t literally 

run, but rather its water runs, but the running is generalized to the river because it 

contains the water. Allah Ta’ala even says “Nuqallibu al-af’ida”, which is using another 

word for heart, al-fuaad, to say “we turn the hearts” from one opinion to another. 

 

The qalb is a heart that can either be sick or sound, dead or alive, due to the beliefs 

and certainty inside it. Al-Jurjani refers to it as the “true essence of a human being”, 

while al-Hakeem al-Tirmidhi, who dedicated an entire book to the difference between 

the words for “heart”, said the qalb contains all levels of inner being. 

 

al-Fuaad 

 

Imam Al-Raghib says fuaad basically means qalb (i.e. heart), with the distinction that 

a heart is called a fuaad when there is a sense of kindling or burning, so its derivative 

is used to refer to roasting meat under flame, after which the meat is called fa’eed. 

Fu’aad (or its plural af’ida) is specifically used to highlight how much the burning 

heart has an ability to effect things. When a flame burns brightly, it is akin to a heart 

that is excited with eagerness, and there is a sense of commotion and pulsation. 

 

It has also been called the emotional cover around the qalb, giving the sense that the 

qalb is deeper and more special than the superficial emotions of the fuaad. This view, 

purely linguistic, is what E. Lane favours in his Lexicon, however, scholars who have a 

hand in actually seeing the word applied in Qur’anic contexts have said that the fuaad 

is actually deeper than the qalb in the sense that it is the place where witnessing 

takes place and the light of knowing God is kindled. 

 

Al-Lubb 

 

The lubb [pl. albaab] signifies the pure intellect, free from inner blemishes and 

suspicion (note this is deeper than simply “the mind” or “brain”).  The word itself 

means the marrow, pith or innermost core of something – a tree, a fruit or the breast 

of mankind, the heart.  It is also said to represent the most discerning type of 

intellect, so that every lubb is an intellect, but not every intellect reaches the level of 

a lubb. 

 

For this reason, Allah Ta’ala constantly uses Ulul-Albaab, the people of hearts, to refer 

to those intelligent and discerning believers who are in touch with their innermost 

core that recognizes the signs of Allah and understands the Truth, free from the 

tumultuous emotions of the fuaad and beyond the hesitating fickleness of the human 

qalb.  This is truly the heart of hearts. 

 

Al-Sadr 

 

In his tafseer, al-Nisabouri also mentions al-sadr (chest) as being another word for 

heart in the Qur’an, the same way that when we say the “breasts of mankind”, we 

mean their hearts on the most external and shallow level. 

 

Allah Ta’ala often uses sadr when speaking about “expanding the breast” of His 

prophets such as Musa and the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon them), because 

sadr is the broadest, most general term, and so it is understood that the other layers 

of the heart will also be expanded. However, for the rest of mankind, it is also the 

place where secrets are kept, where the Shayton whispers, and where the ego that 

commands to evil takes hold of a person, but it should be noted that these influential 
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forces, at least linguistically, have access only to the outermost aspect of the heart, 

not its inner layers, for which the individual alone is accountable to keep pure or to 

corrupt. 

 

The Heart of the Matter 

 

To sum up, an to use al-Hakeem al-Tirmidhi’s example, the sadr is where one’s Islam 

rests, a general term. The qalb is the place where certainty and faith (al-eemaan) 

rests, and it is like the eye, which is a term applied to all of its component parts that 

see. The fuaad is the place of witnessing and seeing, like the pupil to the eye, and 

finally, the lubb is the innermost place where tawheed rests, the light in the vision of 

the eye. The Ulul-albaab, those people of true hearts, peel away the skin of a 

metaphorical existence, and subsist in the core (lubb) of the true existence, which is 

only through the belief in the Oneness of Allah Ta’ala. 

 

Wasalam, 

Abdullah Misra 

 

Checked & Approved by Faraz Rabbani 

Taken from: http://muslimmatters.org/2008/01/07/alhamdulillah-a-linguistic-

miracle-of-the-quran/ 

“Alhamdulillah” – A Linguistic Miracle of the Quran 

Posted by Nouman Ali Khan 

Writing about the literary dimension of the Qur’an for an audience that may or may not 
have background in Arabic grammar and rhetoric can be rather challenging. I’m going to 
attempt to navigate around technical lingo as much as possible. Building a basic 
familiarity with the subject is my goal, not presenting it in a sophisticated fashion. 

The words AlHamdu Lillah are most commonly uttered from Muslim lips around the 
world. After the basmalah (the tag name used for BISMILLAHI ALRAHMANI 

ALRAHEEMI)¸ it is the first statement mentioned in the opening surah, al-Fatiha. One way 
to explore the beauty, precision , and thought provoking eloquence of the Qur’an’s words 
is to explore the very choice of each word. Arabic is a rich language full of terms similar 
in meaning.  

Hamd, commonly translated ‘praise,’ has sister terms like shukr, madH and thanaa.  

Comparing Madh’, Hamd, and Thanaa’ 

Madh’ ح��َ: Praise + Mention of noteworthy qualities and actions attributed to someone or 
something.  

By Comparison 

Hamd  �� َ Praise + Acknowledgement of noteworthy qualities and actions done out of 
genuine love, veneration, reverence, gratitude and appreciation.  

Madh can be made for the living as well as the non-living, for beings of intellect 
(humans, angels, jinn) and animals.  

Hamd is exclusively directed at the living & intellectual 45678ا8;: ا .  
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Madh is possible before a noble deed or after (as a result of it). It is therefore possible to make 
Madh of a person who may not have done anything good and no good deed may ever have 
been attributed towards him/her.  

Hamd can only be made after a noble/ praiseworthy contribution of some sort.  

Thanaa’ is a more eloquent, more impressive, more flattering type of MadH. 

Conclusion: By using Hamd instead of Madh or Thanaa’ 

a. we acknowledge Allah as Eternally living 

b. we recognize His attributes and decisions as Hamd worthy  

c. There is an element of sincerity in our praise of him stemming from love and reverence.  

d. we not only praise His incredible being, attributes & works, we appreciate them as 
favors for which we are grateful 

Comparing Hamd with Shukr 

Shukr (thanks) is a consequence of whatever good comes to a person from someone else.  

Hamd is a consequence of good that whose effects go beyond an individual favor.  

Shukr is exclusively related with favors and doesn’t include appreciation or praise of any 
noteworthy attributes. For instance you don’t thank someone for being smart or wise or 
athletic.  

Hamd is made because of favors and also over noteworthy attributes even if they don’t benefit 
oneself directly. For example I say Alhamdu Lillah when I hear that my friend passed his 
midterms or something. 

a. Madh is too wide in scope and using it wouldn’t be precise enough.  

b. Shukr is too narrow in scope and using it wouldn’t be comprehensive enough. 

c. Hamd as opposed to Shukr & Madh also implies a genuine motive. 

The Word ALLAH in alhamdulillah 

 
We looked briefly at the choices that would have represented alternatives to the word 
Hamd in the divinely revealed phrase AlHamdu Lillah. Let us now take a look at the word 
Allah itself. It is the unique name of our Lord. We learn through His revelation that He 
possesses and rightfully owns the best Names and Attributes (thank you Sheikh Yasir for 
your awesome class!) . Why is it most appropriate to use His unique Name in this phrase 
rather than AlRahmaan (the exceedingly merciful), Al Khaaliq (the creator) etc.? Simply 
because any of these names might imply that His Hamd is associated with that particular 
power or attribute. By using the word Allah, Hamd is acknowledged for Him independent 
of any of His attributes, OR for all of them simultaneously! 

A Variety of Ways to Make Hamd of Allah 

Arabic offers great flexibility in communication. There are varying degrees of emphasis 
with which a statement can be made. There are multiple options that can be manipulated in 
sentence structure. Similar statements can be made such as : 
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Jَا LُMأح  

“I praise Allah.”  
Jَا LُMَ;ْSَ  

“We praise Allah.” 

Jَْوا اLُMَِاْح 

“Praise Allah!”. 

1. All of the above are Jumal Fi’liyyah. This sentence structure necessarily implies the occurrence 
of an act bound by time. Alhamdu Lillah is Jumlah Ismiyyah which, for one, is a far more 
emphatic form of declaration in Classical Arabic by comparison. Secondly, it implies continuity, 
stability and permanence. Another unique feature of the Ismiyyah structure is that it communicates 
a decisive statement. 

2. Jumlah Fi’liyyah exclusively attributes an act to a specific subject. In the suggested alternatives 
above, ‘I’, ‘we’ and ‘you all’ are the specific subjects respectively. J LM;8ا , being a Jumlah 
Ismiyyah, doesn’t identify the subject which makes it a universal declaration. I, we, you, they, 
people, animals, rocks, trees, rather all of creation can be understood as the subject! There is 
another beautiful subtlety here. Whether anyone or anything makes LMح of Allah or not, LM;8ا is still 
for Allah! 

3. The Jumlah Fi’liyyah renditions above are limited by time and applicability. The original 
statement is timeless and has universal applicability. Through Jِ LM;8ا the way in which the praise is 
made is kept unspecified while in the Fi’liyyah format the praise would be by the tongue.  

WْXُ;َYْZِ[ْ\َ َْ̂ن Xُ_َْ̀ \َ a bْcِ8و dِLِMْ;َeِ fُgZ[َhُ aإ kٍYْlَ bَْوإْن ِم 

4. In Jumlah Fi’liyyah there is the possibility of doing an act for an object that isn’t worthy of it. 
For instance, ‘I paid him’. It may be that ‘he’ didn’t deserve to get paid. In Jumlah Ismiyyah the 
necessary implication that this praise is actually rightfully placed is naturally implied, 
ALHAMDULILLAH! 

5. In saying J LM;8ا , we are also acknowledging that LMح is the property of Allah while this is not 
implied in alternative fi’liyyah renditions. When using the command form, ’Praise Allah’ instead 
of Alhamdulillah, there are a number of shortcomings. Firstly, there is the sense that this praise is 
being asked of the audience. By comparison J LM;8ا declares the existence of LMح without 
dependence on an audience responding to an imperative. The imperative may also imply a 
response that may or may not be voluntary while Alhamdulillah is an observation of the voluntary 
praise done by all forms of creation. 

Why the ‘Al’ in Alhamdu?  

ALHAMDU is definite or proper as I like to call it in my intro course. As Dr. Fadel puts it in his 
article, the Al serves the meaning  

LM;8اJ ^ه WcqYe وفs7M8ا  

The distinguished, universally acknowledge form of Hamd known among you belongs particularly 
to Allah. The ‘AL’ also serves the implication of ‘istighraq’, a kind of absolute totality (All Hamd 
is Allah’s). None of these enhancements would come forth in the indefinite version HAMDUN. 

Why Not Inna Alhamda Lillah? 
Have you ever heard a khateeb say INNAL HAMDA LILLAHI? The word INNA means 
‘certainly’ and is used to emphasize a statement. What benefit would there be in NOT emphasizing 
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ALHAMDU LILLAH in the Fatiha? You see, Arabic sentences are divided and categorized from 
different angles and perspectives. One of these angles is Jumlah Khabriyyah vs. Jumlah Insha 
‘iyyah. What this categorization basically means is that statements in the language are either 
declarative (which can be judged as either true or false) or they are statements communicating an 
emotion. The latter are a form of subjective communication which don’t necessarily communicate 
facts, but rather they serve to vocalize feelings and sentiments. When a statement has INNA, it can 
only serve to be informative and the emotional dimension of it is removed. By not stating the 
INNA, the phrase retains informative and emotional potential depending on the context. Think of it 
this way: If a bus whisks by you missing you by half an inch and you say ‘ALHAMDU LILLAH’, 
you are not really making a statement of fact, rather vocalizing your internal feelings. The 
emotionally charged dimension of AlHamdulillah is kept intact by not using the INNA. 

What About Lillahilhamdu? 

In Hajj season we say ALLAHU AKBAR wa LILLAHI ALHAMDU! We reverse ALHAMDU 
LILLAH with LILLAHI ALHAMDU. This is a form of TAQDEEM in Arabic grammar and 
serves to color a sentence with a shade of exclusivity, ‘ Hamd belongs ONLY to Allah’. It is 
appropriate particularly on the occasion of Hajj because that blessed house was misused for Shirk 
so in response a strong denial of it is implied even when we say LILLAHI ALHAMDU. This 
TAQDEEM also serves the function of IZAALAT ALSHAK ‘removing doubt’. Why now say it 
this way in the Fatiha then? The context of the Fatiha is not one that demands the removal of 
doubt. Also, exclusivity exists in response to a challenge to the original statement. If somebody is 
attributing Hamd to Allah and other than Him, he or she should be taught that Hamd is ONLY for 
Allah. The Fatiha is not a response in debate with those who falsely associate with Allah. But we 
do find LillahilHamdu in the Qur’an. Interestingly, it appears in Al Jathiah: 36 

) LM;8ا vwwxbYM8678ات ورب ا|رض رب ا^M[8رب ا ( ~Y�6�8ا) ~h�36(  

The context, unlike fatiha is one where disbelievers who credit life and death to other than Allah. 
Here, the exclusive, emphatic mode of declaration is more befitting so we see 
LILLAHILHAMDU. The Fatiha declares certain universal truths that are completely in line with 
the embedded fitrah (natural pre-disposition) you and I are born with. In our fitrah there is no 
competition between belief and disbelief, tauheed & shirk, iman & kufr. Rather our faith is an 
unchallenged manifest truth seeded deep within our conscience. In Fatiha, this truth is therefore 
uttered in a fashion (ALHAMDULILLAH and not LILLAHILHAMDU ) that doesn’t even 
indicate the existence of an alternate point of view because within our genuine conscience, there 
isn’t one. 
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Following posts taken from: http://arabic-learners.blogspot.com 

 

Conjunctions in the Qur'an I 
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Conjunctions in the Qur'an II 
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Conjunctions in the Qur'an III 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rabbi Zidni 'ilma 
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Types of "if" 
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Expressions in the Qur'an 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Expressions in the Qur'an II 
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Surah Kahf: An Explanation of the Dua of the Young Men 
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Word form 
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“Alhamdulillah” 
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Literary styles used in the Quran 
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These posts have been gathered with full reference and brought to 

you by: 

Slave of ALLAH, 

Asim Iqbal 2nd 

http://asimiqbal2nd.110mb.com  


